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_ Foreword 

Harr RES research study, sponsored by Educational Facilities Laboratories 
_ (EFL) and Duke University, is investigating and demonstrating com- 

- puter-aided techniques which will help higher educational institutions 
deal with academic, architectural, and financial aspects of planning 

campus facilities. The investigation has not paralleled studies by 
~_ others into the managerial and scheduling applications of the computer; 

rather it has dealt with computer aids in planning and staging con- 
struction of physical facilities. The goals of this study are to identify 
and provide information needed to make better planning decisions and 
‘to suggest ways to analyze planning alternatives before making irre- 
vocable decisions. The Planner is considered to be a team of uni- 
versity administrators and their consultants, who are responsible for the 
planned development of a campus. This study undertakes to show how. 

_ the computer can become a third valuable member of this team. 
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~The team for this investigation is composed of administrators and 
faculty of Duke University, Durham, North Carolina; Caudill Rowlett 

SE iScort ; Architects Planners Engineers,, Houston, Texas; and Hewes, 

Holz and-Willard, Inc., Educational Data Processing Consultants, 

_ Winchester, Massachusetts 



OBJECTIVES (ese: 

1. 

CONTINUITY eg 

PRODUCTS OF STUDY 

There are two objectives for the study. 

: ; ; ———— hae 
he Nhe Sy 

The first abieettoe % is to develop Snel dehonenene 6 
niques for providing more accurate, more timely, and 
complete information to planners. This objective has thre 
analysis, continuity, and SOONG GR IE we ; 

data and obtain more nearly complete information up: 
base planning decisions. Modeling techniques can 
the implications of | alternate solutions Eells one sia 
is chosen. sue f 

Continuity. Computer fechas can pinviite done ie 
updating planning information. Obtaining frequent ‘epor s en- 
ables the administrator to make decisions based on current 

than out-of-date, information. The decisions which establi 
plan and those actions which implement that pen should, ’ 
from a common base. | 

Coordination. Methods for collecting and recording more 
ingful data canbe devised asan information network is esta 
Data banks can provide a common base for obtaining va 
information, 

The products of this Sedy will be: 

Ca 
COORDINATION 

Flowcharts of a aah: planning Brgeess. 

Pesci ies ae sources and techniques fie collecting data. 

Demonstration computer programs, documented to show logi > al 
data requirements. : : | 

= t' 

Case studies | using computer programs, ) The results of the 



arts many institutions. Every institution has unique specifications 
~ for information and would necessarily tailor the ideas of this study 
to its particular need. 

WORK ACCOMPLISHED 

ae The material presented in this interim report outlines the major points 
Be 0F the study. In summary, the following work has been accomplished: 

as A flowchart ee ica physical facilities planning system for 
campus development has been diagrammed and described in gen- 
eral terms. 

e A physical facilities inventory has been designed and a space 
inventory created for Duke University. The inventory has been 

committed to computer files and an organization for its mainte- 
-. nance has been established. The initial design of an important 
planning and administrative application of the file was carried 

out: "A space pricing and costing system." 

Mee Computer programs have been designed to analyze the utilization 
of space and to guide the development of planning standards. 

@ An instrument to collect’data on non-scheduled student activities 
not commonly found in institutional records was developed, tested, 

"and refinements suggested. Several computer graphic and tabular 
display techniques were employed in analyzing the data. 

- e@ An exploratory computer program has been written which uses 
activity and space data developed in other phases of the planning 

process and which evaluates alternate building programs. The 
evaluation is in terms of capital investments and planning rela- 

_ tionships which measure, in part, the effectiveness of institutional 
“resource allocation and location. 

The work to date has demonstrated that computer techniques can pro-_ 
vide valuable tools in planning campus facilities. This investigation 

_~ can be divided into the aspects of data collection, analysis, and ap- 
_ plication. Thus far, the work has primarily been devoted to designing 
methods of collecting and analyzing data. The second phase of the 
e "project will round out data collection and analysis techniques; but, 
more importantly, it will demonstrate applications of the information 

_ through case studies. The techniques presented in this report enable 
the planner to study historical or current campus situations. Decision 
chniques for future planning will be treated in the next phase of the. 
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9 Introduction 

i Method 



_A college or university operates with activities, facilities, site, money 
and time. The combinations of these resources result from the Aalieres 
by which the institution operates to achieve its goals. It is assumed 
here that the development of goals and the acquisition and use of in- 
 stitutional resources follow some prescribed long range plan. Figure 

3 (page 10) presents one rational method for determining such plans. 
_ By rational planning we mean a process by which the most appropriate 
courses of action are determined to derive maximum use of available 

resources in achieving stated goals. 
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figure 3 
CAMPUS PLANNING PROCESS 



The various phases outlined in this section refer to the Campus Plan- 
ning Process chart, figure 3. Applications of computer programs for 

several of the steps are demonstrated in the sections which follow. 
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DEFINE GOALS 

The purpose of planning is to achieve specific goals. These goals 
must therefore be stated explicitly, particularly those which are 
most sensitive to the various actions open to the planner and ad- 
ministrator. A starting point is found in stating existing goals and 

policies. Policies comprise the specific methods by which goals 
are attained, and analysis should establish a classification and 
hierarchy of goals and policies. Conflicts between aims and 

_actual operating procedures, should be uncovered. With the reso- 
lution of these conflicts and re-examination of present goals, a 
set of goals and policies can be established as the basis for future 

~ planning. 

FIND FACTS 

|| Data collection is basic to any planning effort. The goals which 
have been stated by the institution define the framework within 
which data must be gathered. Data which is irrelevant to basic 
goals is needless and confusing. Activities, facilities, site and 
money must be examined, together with the policies by which they 
are actually combined and employed. 

Activities are the functions which characterize the operation of 
an educational institution. A number of categories of activities 

are possible, but these functions may generally be grouped as 
follows: 

Instruction (lecture, laboratory, individual ) 
Research (writing, experimenting) 
Instruction and Research Support (information storage, 

retrieval and processing) . 
Administration (registration, accounting, en 

- Service (sleeping, dining, recreation) 
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cy EAN, 

INFORMATION BASE 

Pepeet ‘the various activities. 

relationship to other activities. Size can hie describe 

- Facilities should be as to give inforitakion shout the 

tory i these facilities should indi Gate type a fact 
Het and a cost accounting igi Hac 

Policies should be dottncd as accurately and as early ir 7 
cess as is possible since they guide the employment of re 
It may be desirable to explore various policies during a 
study; such variations should be made explicit at t 

ANALYZE DATA 

hierar ies of dt ate of facts antl alleles pro 
information base to allocate and locate resources. 

Activities analysis produces a classifitation of Functions b | 
gories which are appropriate to the particular institution 
aspects of each activity should be studied: size and fun 

tinctly variable, the growth pattern over a ed of len 
be studied and the reasons for change alig ePibh Inte 

demands made on each other and thus idflvence resource 

ments for activities and, hence, of space. 

tribution by size, type, condition, location and assignment. 2 x 
ibility, in terms oF multiple use, joint use, or potential for rea 
signment, is an important consideration in long term pla 
is helpful to have such information available about the 
set of facilities. hy ew Tic aaa 

\ 



Money, analyzed historically, indicates sources for funds and how 
such funds were expended for construction, operation and mainte- 
nance of facilities. 

A. FORMALIZE PLANNING CONCEPTS 

In the context of the campus planning problem, a concept is a 
__._ form=-giving idea. 

The planner seeks concepts upon which to base a total design for 
campus development. Once this overall framework is established, 

the details of resource allocationand resource relationships canbe 
placed in the proper perspective. 

The planner also seeks concepts which result from analysis of the 
educational philosophy (program), the influences of design con- 

‘siderations (site, climate, circulation, etc.), and cost factors 
(initial and long term). A concept must incorporate these aspects 

of planning and must give direction in finding the best combina- 

tions of resources. 

Many useful ideas may be generated during the planning process. 
‘Because conflicts arise among significant ideas, the planner and 
administrator must establish a hierarchy of ideas. 

5S. PROJECT DATA 

Goals and concepts provide a base for establishing future policies 
which will govern the use of resources. Activity projections de- 

mand certain types of space and may establish new interactivity 
relationships. Activities demand circulation, utilities and land- 
_ scape. Future limits on land use and density must be established. 
Unit costs of construction and operation are estimated as are the 
Jae total podgets for future planning phases. 

The process of projection should culminate in statements of needs 
_and of problems which stand in the way of satisfying those needs. 

- Needs can be stated in terms of requirements (space needs, inter- 
__ activity relationships, desirable circulation, etc.). Problems can 

ae _ be considered as constraints (obsolescence, dollar shortages, ex- 

_. ‘tremes in climate, irregular topography, excessive traffic, etc.). 

Y _ The continued role of planning is to find methods by which the 
problems can be minimized and the needs satisfied. 
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, SYNTHESIZE AND EVALUATE PLANS 

If analyses and projections of data produce a statement fet needs 

tion. The design process as part of the planning effort consists of. 
describing alternate courses of action which are possible ane 
the limits of the problem and which would appear to satisfy the 
stated needs, and evaluating each of the courses in terms of real-_ vo 
izing objectives. A plan states in detail the actions to be taken — 
in using the available resources. Evaluation states as specifically _ 
as possible the degree to which a particular set of actions s achieves ‘ at 
the objectives. 

The effectiveness of a plan can be stated in terms of its benefits, 

a i 
au 

and problems, design for a plan of action must produce a solu- gh ~ 

bry 
} 

; / : i 

costs, and timing (phasing). A major drawback in most planning 
problems is that the intangible costs and benefits may well be 
the most important effects; they may also be the most difficult to. 
measure and thus to evaluate. Nevertheless, planners currently 
perform these functions with some mixture of logic and intuition. 
The use of the computer enables the planner to process large quan=_ 
tities of data and reduce them to a few meaningful terms., It 
further enables him to investigate many more alternative plans: 
that he can presently pursue. 

SELECT THE BEST PLAN _— , Aa. f 

The purpose of this step is to choose the set of actions which with 
most nearly achieve the goals with the greatest benefits relative K 

to cost. 
_ 
j p 

IMPLEMENT THE PLAN 

' 

Implementation involves taking steps to execute the actions spec= 
ified by a plan. Planning must be a dynamic process which re- 
quires constant and continuing attention: Updating the plan 
demands a rethinking of goals, data, concepts, and actions. 
Feedback and reassessment of the situation are vital to effective — 

planning. A planning process which is consistent, while respond= 
ing to inevitable changes, is paramount. Goals policies, and 

methods of planning vary with the institutions and within an insti- ) a 
tution over a period of time. Planners should have the ability to 
adjust and to propose new actions in response to changes i in other 
planning factors. The computer as a planning tool : gives the plan- ‘ 
ner eppatunttier to quicken his reflexes. 
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- The purpose of this section is to describe the design and implementa- 
tion of a facilities inventoryat Duke University. The formats, recom- 
_ mendations and procedures used at Duke are compatible, toa large 
. degree, with similar studies at other universities and with methods 

__under study by the Office of Education. 

Objectives 
e To develop a room type classification scheme that reflects: 

Cost characteristics of facilities permitting costs to be stated and 
a projected. 

Characteristics of facilities which limit use, permitting the fol- 
lowing: 

The evaluation of spaces for their ability to satisfy future 
gs e demands. 

a The display of alternative rooms which can accommodate 
ae various activities. 

| _ @ To permit space accountability and pricing. 

Te meet these objectives, a file about each space was built which 
Be cledes a space identifier, use assignment, and physical character- 
- istics. 
=~ 
% Mas yee 

Equipment that can be installed and removed at a moderate cost is 
ignored in the file. Aseparate Equipment Inventory, compatible 
with the room inventory, provides location, assignment and other 

Se built-in. 

Phere seems to be confusion about definitions used by planners for the 
rms room types, functions, and uses. In this report, room types are 
upings of rooms based on observable room characteristics such as 

hysical dimensions, plumbing, heating/ventilation/air conditioning, 
7, 

roy 

me 

descriptive information with regard to items of equipment not defined 

CHARACTER STIS = OF 
FOOMS 



_ MATORING SPADE TYPES 
ANP ACTUITIED ‘ 

-playsin the accommodation of tev activities 

| University Hone erieiet in pleat: for. pry resour 

tailed uses for the file, such as property accounting an 

type and jones of en room . proportions.” ‘one 
of a room typology is the part each chacdateri sites used 

Whiag: room shout’ tal accommodate sinteat Of 
The rules of matching spaces and activities allow. th 

“of sie a A chaniedatibe suggests itself. Hed 
matching is carried out would act as a set of rules, 
assignment of an activity to a room. Sih 

‘ 

istrative, Residential or Recreational. 
~ f\ 

peatores are similar. For instance pine aia rooms con 

ordinary built-in utilities nor eontetn to any special 
groups of rooms would, in turn, divide into sub- -categories. 
upon certain limits of square feet of 1 pace and Bt 

and ne are able to. accommodate a variety of activities. 
rooms on campus tend to accommodate onlya single or v 
ities. These latter might include bathrooms , boiler roams, 
etc. : 

Room Inven tory ) 

and should be developed with this general use in mind. 

assignment and fixing of custodial pesos itt Be ag sa 



y 

puter-legible Wile? describing rooms and activity patterns have 
en designed and partially built at Duke. The areas of concern out- 
ed for these files are major items of equipment, rooms, buildings, 

ind grounds and grounds improvement. Our attention in this report 
Il be restricted to the room inventory. | 

was decided that the room inventory should serve as an element in. 

to be compatible with other system elements. 

oa flowcharts were drawn up to support the edit and update pro- 
rams required to create and maintain a useful file. For this purpose 
+ was necessary to assume the existence of an Inventory Control 
Office for the purposes of preparing and maintaining files. This 
‘unction has since been assigned to a group in the office of the Uni- 
city, Architect. 

- It was found that the needed data fell into two categories from the 
_ standpoint of collection efforts required: physical characteristics, 
and r room use or assignment. . 

Room Identifier — building number, campus zone, floor, room 
number — 

_ Department Code 
_ Assignments — primary, secondary, tertiary cost center codes and 

_ percent use 
a Current Use Code 

a ~ Type Occupant 
Principal Occupant (custodian) 

Custodian Identification 
/ Date of Inventory | 

Py ‘Stations! 
Floor Profile 

Air conditioning type 
Room Classification 
Feet of Chalkboard 

Type Seating 
Room Dimensions 

hc poe Area 
fe. 
/ 

19 

ae s emergent management information system, and be designed — 

Plumbing, Electrical Wiring, Hadtingy Ventilatien/ Ave Conditionting 

PHYSICAL. CHARA CTERISTIOS 

FM EBENMENT 
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The second phase of this project will be vie to add assignment 

to this file. A procedure can be followed to minimize pro lems 

red tape and control. . Since the data will be used as a basis te 

tribute costs, considerable interest is shown in it and its corre 

Auministratwe information requirements of department haciele will ‘aa 
be served by the new file, and they will assist in compiling the infor- ‘ 
mation. 

ul 

A departmental designer will be appointed who will act as 
the data-gathering intermediary between department and university 
administration and who will bring knowledge of the department. to the 
process. After the initial file is built the designer will continue: to. ” 
serve as the source of inventory update information. Saat ag t 

Early printouts of the characteristics of rooms at Duke were iecaale® 
About 20% of the 5,765 rooms inventoried have a length/width ratio. 
greater than 2:1. Tits fact probably limits room use, particularly i in” 
the case of rooms whose primary length is three to four times | their ~) 
width, \ it AS AO ae 

erst aN ny 

i HO 

Yea 

Other displays reflect the distribution of spaces having various other 
characteristics such as area, type seating, avai lop hia of utilities, 
sloped floors, etc. ey, ae a 

ay 4 NY nM ae 

A space inventory is a practical tool for use in activity eit coil 
administration. There is need, however, for additional research in the | 
areas of room type coding, rogm design for flexibility of use, ond mati i 
agement stot dae bie of a po inventory. mae tear Ch 

In order to complete the project, Phase II effort will Ba deveted ae 
completing the inventory file (assignment information) and esl 
the accounting and administrative procedures to supper a space | cost _ 
accounting system. . Deine 

Le 
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Classificat ion 

The purpose of this section is to explain a process of data collection 
 onstudent activities. Scheduledactivities suchas attendance at classes 
and teaching labs are under some degree of control due to the simple 
necessity of ensuring that students and professors know when and where 
_ they can find each other. The need to schedule has generated the data 
upon which most utilization studies are based. Other activities which 
4 ‘consume large blocks of space do notadhere to a schedule andare dif- 

ficult to observe. Our aim has been to develop an instrument for col- 
lection of data on these non-scheduled activities. 
: 

4 Let us panviner activities, measured in people- -hours, as one means 
i by which a university achieves its goals. Activities are categorized 

by interest toadministrators depending on their ability tobe controlled, 
5 whether or not they are mandatory, and their function with regard to 
ie university objectives. 

~ Allocation of building space implies some degree of control over its 
_ disposition, such as the points in time and space when and where an 

_ activity can be conducted. Control of some activities is exercised by 
_ scheduling in order to obtain the maximum benefit from people and 
- facilities. For example, classes may be scheduled to economize in- 
Beicictors time by adjusting the number of student credit hours pro- 
_ duced perhour of class contact. Specialized space for sporting events, 
- movies, etc., is scheduled for similar reasons. Without resort to 

_ scheduling, many activities would not be practical. 

» What is scheduling? A useful definition is not easily given. For ex- 
ample, a class is scheduled to begin at a particular point in time, say 
~ 10:20 on Mondays , Wednesdays, and Fridays. Sick call at the student 
health clinic, however, may be scheduled or made available daily be- 
tween 9 and 10 AM.’ Unlike the class, the time designated for arrival 
_ atthe clinic is nolonger a point buta span of time (one hour). Never- 
BE theless, in the stricter sense, the clinic is still scheduled. The dif- 
_ ference between the two types of scheduling, point and span, lies in 

| the fact that a point-scheduled activity generally requires an event 
or sequence of events to take place once or ina prescribed sequence 
_ and by a unit of resource like an instructor which cannot be divided 
into smaller units. On the other hand, the span-scheduled activity 
7 _can accommodate a flow of clients spebing a series of similar events 
a So Sexe: physical exam) which can begin at any point in | the span of 
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more than one resource unit (doctor). If arrivals of personel 
service are not evenly distributed over time, queueing results; 
persons in the queve must be served in some ohdee usually by tir 
arrival. Since a wide range of activities could be categorized 
scheduled, under the more inclusive definition, we shall defi 
scheduling to mean the point variety. Unscheduled cctvities ore ih: 
those activities made possible over a span of time. 1 eal 3 

To ensure that certain activities are performed in- prescribed quamifen 
the institution differentiates between activities left to the individual’ Shes 
discretion and those required byuniversitypolicy. Registration proce= any 
dures, class attendance, and exam-taking are examples of required faeey 
activities, and are closely tied to the maintenance of output (academic one 
degrees, for example), quality, and institutional prestige. 9 

ing to the two'main areas into which university goals eee fall: 
instruction and research. Activities which are primarily non-academic _ 
fall into groups according to whether they are voluntary activities jor 
eae physical requirements: recreational (TV watching, sports, i‘ 

bee 
2. Hen 

etc.) or residential (e.g., sleeping, eating, etc.) Because of differ) 

ent space requirements and the effects it has on facility location, the , 
activity of transportation is given separate treatment. Many activities — 

in which a significant number of the university population is engaged % 
from time to time may not fit with precision into one of these five func- ™ ; 
tional groups. A category, labeled other, is reserved to receive such "4 3 
activity designations. ean om is: i wif 

If the above statements describe the dimensions of oe Si 
activities of interest to university planners, the table found in \ flat 

4 is of use in Skea them.. 

| : elie 
Classifying activities involves statements of institutional. policies. ae 
Activities of direct importance to prime university objectives tend to. Ve Na 
fall in the upper left-hand cells of this table, and those of less direct ie 
importance tend to the lower right-hand corner. Such a structuring of | 
activities assists in ranking the facilities problems associated with ac- 
commodating these activities. ; mines 



REQUIRED VOLUNTARY 

| ___screpuien [unscrepuieo | ———=sScrEDUED ——~C~*d UNSCHEDULED 
Study 

: ae nae foal Consultation Esa Course Discussion with Student 
a utorin Academic ROTC Drill eat ere 

est/non-classroom 
Department Conference Errand 

Dean or Advisor Conference 

Sleep 

Fraternity -- non-social 
Eat 

Post Office visit 

e ° Toilet (dress, etc.) 

Residential Laundry visit 
Clean Room 
Visit Robot Room 

Sew/Knit 
Errand 

Watch TV 
Bull sessions or talk 

Listen to radio or phonograph 
Read periodical 

1 
Drink alcoholic beverage 

Rec rea ft iona | Basketball Game Athletcs/Exercise 

Movie Read book 
Party Drink non-alcoholic beverage 
Dance Play musical instrument 

Date 

Play cards 
Work puzzles 
Party 

Dance 
Drive around 

ternity meetin House or Fra pi y 9 Errand 
Part-time employmen Write letter 

Bank visit 
Other Dr. /Dentist/Hospital visit 

Transportation | ;:°... 
Automobile 

Other (Walking) 
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‘more than one resource unit (doctor). If arrivals of persons seeking 
service are not evenly distributed over time, queueing results; and 
persons in the queue must be served in some Bebe usually by time of 
arrival. Since a wide range of activities could be categorized as 

scheduled, under the more inclusive definition, we shall define 
scheduling to mean the point’ variety. Unscheduled activities are 
those activities made possible over a span of time. : 

To ensure that certain aasivities are performed in prescribed quantities, 
the institution differentiates between activities left to the individual's 

discretion and those required by university policy. Registration proce- 
dures, class attendance, and exam-taking are examples of required 

activities, and are closely tied to the maintenance of output (academic 
degrees, fapexemetel? quality, and institutional prestige. 

_A functional breakdown of facility-using activities suggests the cate- 
goriesacademic andnon-academic. Academic maybe divided accord- 
ing to the two main areas into which university goals generally fall: 
instruction and research. Activities which are primarily non-academic 
fall into groups according to whether they are voluntary activities or 
Saaane physical requirements: recreational (TV watching, sports, 
etc.) or residential (e.g., sleeping, eating, etc.) Because of differ- 

ent space requirements and the effects it has on facility location, the 
activity of transportation is given separate treatment. Many activities 
in which a significant number of the university population is engaged 
from time to time may not fit with precision into one of these five func- 
tional groups. A category, labeled other, is Teserved to receive such 

activity designations. 

If the above statements describe the dimensions of space-demanding | 
activities of interest to university planners, he table found in. figure 
4 is of use in classifying them, 

eatin. Mare as statements of institutional policies. — 

Activities of direct importance to prime university objectives tend to 
fall in the upper left-hand cells of this table, and those of less direct. 
importance tend to the lower right-hand corner. Such a structuring of 
activities assists in ranking the facilities problems associated with ac 
commodating these activities. PN | 

{ 
| 



Classification 

The purpose of this section is to explain a process of data collection 
onstudent activities. Scheduledactivities suchas attendance at classes 
and teaching labs are under some degree of control due to the simple 
necessity of ensuring that students and professors know when and where 

they can find each other. The need to schedule has generated the data 
upon which most utilization studies are based. Other activities which 
consume large blocks of space do not adhere to a schedule andare dif- 
ficult to observe. Our aim has been to develop an instrument for col- 
lection of data on these non-scheduled activities. 

Let us consider activities, measured in people-hours, as one means 

by which a university achieves its goals. Activities are categorized 
by interest to administrators depending ontheir ability tobe controlled, 
whether or not they are mandatory, and their function with regard to 
university objectives. 

Allocation of building space implies some degree of control over its 
disposition, such as the points in time and space when and where an 
activity can be conducted. Control of some activities is exercised by 
scheduling in order to obtain the maximum benefit from people and 
facilities. For example, classes may be scheduled to economize in- 
structors' time by adjusting the number of student credit hours pro- 
duced per hour of class contact. Specialized space for sporting events, 

- movies, etc., is scheduled for similar reasons. Without resort to 

scheduling, many activities would not be practical. 

What is scheduling? A useful definition is not easily given. For ex- 
ample, a class is scheduled to begin at a particular point in time, say 
10:20 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Sick call at the student 
health clinic, however, may be scheduled or made available daily be- 
tween 9 and 10 AM. Unlike the class, the time designated for arrival 
atthe clinic is nolonger a pointbuta span of time (one hour). Never- 
theless, in the stricter sense, the clinic is still scheduled. The dif- 
ference between the two types of scheduling, point and span, lies in 
the fact that a point-scheduled activity generally requires an event 
or sequence of events to take place once or ina prescribed sequence 

and by a unit of resource like an instructor which cannot be divided 
into smaller units. On the other hand, the span-scheduled activity 
can accommodate a flow of clients seeking a series of similar events 
(e.g., a physical exam) which can begin at any point in the span of 
time allowed, in any sequence, and can perhaps be administered by 
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ANALYSIS 

Two general types of computer programs were developed in cnolyeed i ie 
the diaries: graphs using the computer printer and overlays to a basic © 
campus map using a mechanical plotter. Sample printouts of these pro- 
grams are shown on the following pages. Additional output may be a 
found in the Appendix. These programs display information concern= 
ing the two aspects of the planning problem: allocation and location. AN 
The tallies of manhours and the map overlay of activity density show, 

_inm part, how much activity must be accommodated. The traffic over~ \F ie 
lay can be an aid in suggesting location. Hee cane. 

‘ c ‘ drt y oe 

Tallies of Manhours . i De 

For purposes of initial summaries, the activities found in the diaries. 
(classified in figure 3) were aggregated into six categories: lec- 
ture, laboratory, study, recreation, sleep, and miscellaneous. Pes i 
tally was made using all the diaries to show total manhours spent in 
each activity by hour of the day for each of seven days. Figure — 5. 2g 
shows Monday and. Tuesday results for studying. (The full week for ae af; 
studying is shown in the Appendix.) Similar displays were gener- 
ated for the other five activities. The program could be used to pro= 
duce a similar graph for any activity in the diary. Separate tallies 
could be generated for specific groups such as senior engineering stu- 
dents, or all male students and all female students. Hs 

These graphs reflect quantity of activity by time of day but do not 
indicate how many students pursued that activity, nor what their lengths mii 
of stay were. Programs could be written to produce such facts. an ee 

Analysis of these activities indicates types and quantity of activities — 
produced by a student body of given characteristics. The planner must 
then anticipate changes in the characteristics and mix of the students 
and estimate changes in activities. Type and quantity of these func- 
tions may then provide a better basis for allocating space to non= we 
scheduled activities. wis } 

Analysis of Student Traffic Flow Using a Mechanical Plotter eta al) 
¥) 

In studying the use of a campus it is helpful to the planner to plot fhe f 
current volumes of traffic over the various routes available within the — x 
campus. In planning for future campus development, he may choose =~ 
to encourage or discourage the paths taken by pedestrians andvehicles. 
Some of the objectives in accommodating this movement might be to ) 
minimize the conflicts of vehicles and pedestrians, to provide access A 
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4 to pail ities requiring vehicular service, and to size and to place pe- 
- destrian circulation routes for directness, ease of access, and ability 
to handle ‘i anticipated traffic. iW ‘ 
iy 

‘ote re - 

"Traditionally, originand destination (0 & D) studies have provided the 
planner with the information required to plot the flowof traffic. Such 
studies require sampling pedestrian flow at various points along observed 
: lines of traffic. This sampling involves asking people where they just 
came from and where they are going. The responses are tallied and 

s _ plotted as an overlay to the campus plan. 

a a 

4 

oe Display of traffic volumes between facilities helps point up conflicts 
4 in types of traffic (auto-pedestrian), and areas of intersection. The 
planner analyzes the patterns and suggests circulation paths, open 
a spaces, plazas, etc. In short, the overlay aids in locating building 
_ and circulation patterns and in planning exterior spaces. Once the 
= pattern of current traffic is plotted, the designer must estimate future 
_ yolumes and probable routes to be used. 

Bc are limitations in taking this kind of survey. 

e The data collected maybe limited tothe time of day and locations 
. chosen. 

_e Thedata are representative only of those people who use the routes 
: selected for sampling. The planner may not know what other routes 
- are also used. 

ee Earioslatis or projectionto future activity levels is difficult be- 
cause the present information is not related to type of students or 

_type of activities producing the traffic. 

3 “This study generates anO & D study using data collected in the form of 
diaries maintained by undergraduate students. This illustration is 
a reflection of diaries taken at Duke University during a week in 
Spring 1967. A 100-student sample maintained diaries of their activ- 
ities for seven consecutive days, 24 hours a day. They noted the 

Be coth. location, begin and end times. Ideally, the aaicee would 
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_ the points chosen to represent the building. The Foto page i is the 

The use of student diaries overcomes some of ie disadve 

previous O & D studies. Ht 

Circulation facilities must be sized for some percentage ) oe 
loads, but they should also be provided for those routes 3 which 
have the high volumes without noticeable peaks. 

@ If the sample is stratified, using significant parameters to. reflect ie 
the campus population, the data may be considered to be | repre- : 
sentative of the users of the campus. Appropriate parameters for — 
the sample might be residence on or off campus, sex, academic 
major and level, marital status, and car registration. 9 j 

Lv 
oy 

‘f oN ake Nv oe 

@ Future patterns can be estimated because the current pattern i is im 
related to specific activities and types of students. Changes in 
the parameters can be iy ehapeli and the probable traffic patterns i 

SM 

plotted. ‘ae is 

Data Preparation and Plotting Programs 

Pte ys Mar 
The map produced” under this program represents tink between be 
facilities by means of bands. The widths of the bands are scaled’ to. ve 

if represent volumes of traffic. Two sets of operations are necessary to tt 
use the diaries and generate a flow map. ee ua i AU 

@A copulate program summarizes the Ashes of trips between each : 
facility and each of the other facilities and converts these volumes 
into band widths. . ay 

e A computer program directs a mechanical loiter through | the pro~ 
duction-of the map. prs tia 

} | i, 
Figure 6 is a map overlay drawn bya mechanical plotter. The Ranier ia ‘ 
are building numbers. The intersections of the ends of bands indicate - 

same overlay inked in by hand. 
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Mots: feflect-c a eter, of all the diary bniviee however, limits 
asily be placed upon the type of student, type space, or time of 

for a a display pe trips enbeatda iby female: lower division, liberal arts Ph waed on 

vo on dee 

Jandy in tHe on. ite area of the circle is sical to the 
sunt of time spent in that facility. The number in the center of the 

is the building number. The same plot could be produced for 

Wes a overlay gould be produced for all studying Gadel _ Further re- 

planner Gould: then have displayed, eich. the time spent in 
assrooms, coal coll ae or union. The display could be further lim- 

single activity or specific grouping of activities. For example, 
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Affinities 
ah herr 

_ One of the most important influences considered in grouping and lo- 
cating disciplines is the expression of interactivity affinity. Affinity 
_ is meant to be the desirability of an activity to be close to, or sepa- 
_ tated from, another activity. A study of scheduled course work can 

provide one indication of relationships between majors declared by 
; 'students and the resulting teaching loads generated in the various dis- 
 ciplines. A department workload generally is composed of instruction 
_ provided for majors of that discipline and service instruction offered 
s to other students from other fields. A basic study of course registra- 
a tions can display the instructional loadings produced by majors of a 
5 discipline and the distribution of that load to the other disciplines. 
_ The relationship between two disciplines may be strong if each disci- 

_ pline depends upon the other for instruction; the relationship may be 
_ weaker if the service is one way; or it may be non-existent. Various 
q tabular and graphic display techniques canbe used to study these rela- 
: tionships. Computers are useful in generating these studies because of | 
the large number of records involved. 

- Academic activity relationships provide only a portion of the total 
_ affinity expression. Other aspects which should be considered are the 
_ joint uses of instructional type spaces; interdisciplinary research efforts; 

" access requirements to libraries, housing, service or parking; and ad- 
ministrative desires to associate particular disciplines. These aspects 

‘ have not yet been quantified and integrated with the academic cross 
| _ registrations to produce a comprehensive expression. Diaries of stu- 
q dent and faculty activities may give some insight into the relative 
_ times spent in various activities.and types of facilities. Thus, the list 

- of activities can be expanded-to include those which are not sched- 
—uled, and a value can be expressed for each major type student for 
each activity. | 

The Hakaues between the users (faculty and students of a discipline) 
and the services provided by the other disciplines can assistin locating 
new facilities and in assigning activities to existing facilities. This 
Be Noination can help answer the questions of centralization and de- 
bcc entralization of facilities such as resource centers, unions and park- 
ing. Consolidation or dispersion of disciplines can be suggested; for 
_ instance, disciplines such as English, whose major function may be 
“service, might be located in a number of areas on campus or perhaps 
centrally located for ease of access by other disciplines. Professional 

schools, on the other hand, may PS self-contained and can be some- 
hat Eeeptely located. 
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L pperint ion of Program 

“The purpose of sibaeine is to determine the most appropriate course 
“of actions which will most nearly achieve a set of objectives with the 
resources available. It is assumed that the planning process is rational 
and consists of several steps. These steps are not always clearly de- 
fined because there always exist overlaps of planning functions and 

| feedback of information, requiring review and possible: repetition of 
earlier steps. These steps are discussed ina preceding section (page — 
pt): 

ty DEFINITION OF GOALS 

QOLECTION OF FATS AND ROUOIES 

ANALYSIS OF FACTS AND POLICIES 
TROJECTION OF IOLIGIES AND SIGNIFANT PLANNING DATA 

SYNTHESIS. OF THE INFORMATION INTO ALTERNATIVE PLANS OF ACTION 

EVAWWATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE PLANS | 

SELECTION OF A PLAN 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THAT FLAN 

one) 
= 

a] NIU 
@ 

Because large bodies of data and many ramifications must be con- 
‘sidered in most planning decisions, it is often desirable to study many 
alternatives before selecting one course of action. Computers can 
L fj 

} 

enable the planner to investigate more alternative plans thee other 
‘means presently permit. 

The method araioied here evaluates alternative plans which might be 
posed as a result of the planning process. To be useful to the cam- 

us planner, evaluation techniques must provide information about the 
benefits, costs, and phases implied in the actions specified by a plan. 

| 

s desirable then to simulate the execution of these actions and to 
erve the results before choosing one plan over another. The closer 

39” 

handle swiftly and accurately vast quantities of information and can 

simulation can be made to represent the actions of the real world, 

MOST APPROPRIATE 
W he 

ALTERNATIVE PLANS 

EVAWATION 



PRESENT DEVELOPMENT” 

MPUTER MUED 2IDIE? 

simulation of alternative Nae aie nis pian f 
the computer becomes an diyatabiaowshk tool. ne 

terms of its activities and space geen lecrks 5 simiheree ee gre 
the activities over a specified period of time, and displays the fects 
achieved by the use of alternate actions to accommodate the 3 wtt 

such pressures. The icktitution can build new space, improve exist! 
space, reassign space to other activities, or demolish space compl. 
Over a period of years there may be many alternative sets of « a 

problem. The program brings together information generated t rough 

in the planning process. ee. this pelts i information "eons 

time, the pressures on space, and conditions of the interactiv 
Re are reported to the planner (figure 13), A. dialog 
place between the program and the planner, in that the bas 

on these actions, the program executes the actions ae pens the 
sulting changes in the use of institutional resources. | Fr 



’ ones. For simplicity of demonstration, the activities have been lim- 
‘ited to ten (each activity may reside in more than one zone). Informa— 

‘tion is then furnished to the computer regarding each of these zones 
‘and activities. 

iY) 

Input Data 
the first phase of the evaluation program, various forms of data made 

vailable by the planner's investigations are supplied as input. This 
ction outlines the basic data required to describe the campus config- 

uration in terms of activities and space. | 

CF or Sek budget cycle of the institution, the funds available for con- 
' struction are noted. These funds are for capital expenditures only. 

| Operating budgets have not yet been introduced into the problem. 

; SPACE ASSIGNMENTS _ 

: In each of the geographic zones, net area and the gross-to-net ratio 
are provided for space assigned to each activity; and from these fig- 

‘condition of each of these space assignments, a condition value is given 
‘in number of cycles. This condition value is decremented with each 

ycle of simulation, and if it becomes zero or less, the space is con- 
dered in need either of demolition or of improvement. This situation 

will be illustrated in later output. Ba 

* time Between instructional facilities Mec ceretes how these distances 

may be determined. A description of the study begins on page 87 of 
e Appendix. 

TERACTIVITY AFFINITY 

nity here is described as the attraction or repulsion between one 
ity and any other activity. The definition of activities must be 

4] 

‘ures the gross area is calculated. In order to describe the physical 



academié activities to such activities as recsecag: ‘dint 
and community activities. At this point our study of ai 
dealt primarily with the academic scheduled instructional re 
ships (as previously described on pee 35). The values d play 

reflect, in one sense, the academic ties between one activity an 
INTERACTIVITY of the eine activities. Cet 
AFFINITY Pe 

Further investigations to define Uffinities will involve | a day ok 
departmental research, oF joint use of various space Bedi ape 

PLACEMENT GOALS: ACTIVITY TO ZONE 

These exprastons are control devices which provide the plane 
an | opportunity to define the most obvious constraints on assigning ac 
ities to zones. These constraints may result from SOpeaoe or fro 

period of time. Inthe der (figure ane ale ie +4 

fies that in cycle 2 the base quantity of activity shall be one o 
half (1.5) times as large as it was at the time of the basic i inp 
These projection rules result from separate studies of the fa 
growth rates of the various activities considered. Their use as 
to the evaluator program is one application. ie 4 EO 

FraTio To PASE 

BUDGET CYOLE 
| Abeta bt BASIC barat sto ey gsi ABOUT ACTIVITIES | Sea Ca 

- Profection : Certain values are assigned to each activity as basic informat on: 

® The range of allowable utilization. One objective: of the progr 
is to maintain space utilization within the Lienite: of pee hal i 
maximum values specified. ‘ 

{ 
y Wty { 
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n initial toarity a activity. ‘The units for each fiat featd 
“Be appropriate to the nature of that activity. Such units might be 

~ library collection. 

© The ipifiat utilization figure. 

the total area assigned 

derations involved i in this measure: 

. Re iohhoct of space to activities in zones to satisfy interac- 
“tivity affinity. The objective is to assign space to activities such 
‘That the distances between activities having high affinity for one 
“another are minimal. Conversely, those activities which have 
_ low, or even negative, affinity for one another shall be as sepa- 
rated from each other as is practicable. 

aka \ 

° (ne Sniefastion of assigning activities to appropriate zones, con- 
sistent with the planner's preferences. Assignment of activities 

crease the value of the measure of effectiveness. Assignment of 
' activities. to zones which have negative values (expressing the 
oy planner! swish not to have that activity in that zone) will decrease 
the total ‘measure of effectiveness. 

one measure, pe as the value ieceived per unit cost, effects of 
zation, and minimizing the number of moves for activities. 

contact hours, dollars of sponsored research, or the size of the 

aoe the execution of proper ectlane, Pes there are two con- 

“fo zones which correspond to the planner's preferences will in- 



Program Output ae Bue, « 

computer program can nor should make Seen which are t | 
to the reality of the campus situation. The role of this ore 

planner may propose in order to assist the decision- sake ie 
the administrator . The approach has been to simulate the orn 

at the end cycle. pelubsris: ihe pressures for the end of thie free run 
enables the planner to suggest actions to be taken at some point during» 
the planning period. A series of suggested actions may be combined ‘ 
and described as a project for study. (Note that for the first, or 

f Diy he free, run no projects are listed.) } a | eh 
p's 

Suggested projects are subsequently provided as data (another plank an) 
and the program is rerun, It is during these sequential runs that the C 
evaluation program suggests to the planner the point and time at which | 
each project can be executed subject to the constraints imposed by the | 
project and by the capital funds available. Each project is examined - 
during every cycle of the computer run. If it is determined ‘that ‘the 
project should be executed, the specified actions are taken and the ing 
appropriate data files are updated. When all projects have been ex- ae 
amined, the measure of effectiveness for the current status of the cam-— 
pus is culeulated and displayed. Other information concerning the | 
cycle is also displayed, oe 

Je 

he 
a 
Ya # a 

s 
{ { eed ty 

isfy the se he may suggest further ae consisting of a different 
set of projects. The objective of such a sequence of studies is to find 
which set of projects, executed in which order, produces | the greatest 
increase in effectiveness per dol lar expended. , 

: 
: s ites wr 

t : al ‘ re 

The following comments ee to the sample output which starts on page 
oLi As explained in the oagehe ee tlie the first run of the. 



4 induced by the growth of activities. Therefore, we shall first look at 
io the last cycle (cycle 5) of sucha first run. On the first sheet is shown 
_ the Reaaia of activities to their value estimated for cycle a 

On the following page are displayed the various reasons for which ac- 
4 a tivities can be said to be critical. In the context of this study, criti- 
_ cality is the expression that the computer has calculated of an excess 
or deficiency in some attribute of an activity or space relationship 
' when compared to the limits established by the planner. 

CRITICAL ACTIVITIES (UTILIZATION) 
Tae 
pe It ‘can be seen that, in cycle 5, six activities have become critical 
because the utilization of the space assigned to that activity has ex- 
4 ceeded the maximum utilization established by the planner. The sug- 
x gested action in all cases is seen to be Build (B). This action is sug- 
oT because there was not sufficient space in the recommended 

zone available for reassignment to this activity. Reassignments of 
activities might also free sufficient space for this. 
2h 
me 

Be iceally, this activity should have some additional area; the quantity 
should, lie somewhere between the amount required to bring the utiliza- 
he ‘tion toa minimum and that required to bring it toa maximum. The 
"suggested zone for the additional space is the location which would 
_ bring about the greatest increase in effectiveness with the current 
a allocation of resources. 
Bb 

-RITICAL ACTIVITIES (NO SPACE) 

B To illustrate this condition, activity number 6 (a new activity) has 
been created at some cycle after the beginning of the simulation. As 

result, there would exist a quantity of activity without any space 
eing assigned toit. The possible actions which could be suggested are 

to build space or to assign existing space which might be available. 
Bic, -a location in terms of a geographical zone is suggested. 
ae 

le 

eae ACTIVITIES Cee CONDITION) 

_ The condition index for each space assignment has been decremented 
with each cycle of simulation. In this example we see two activities, 

- 5.and 7, occupying space which is in need of attention. Two actions 
are possible to remedy the situation: The space may be demolished (D) 

nd removed from the campus entirely, or it may be improved (I). 



PROMAED AREA 

“ject 4 has activity 9 critical and the project is executed; however, 

to become critical because of excessive density. In. ihe ieee C 

(figure 13), zone 2would have an area which would exceed the 
able area. The excess area is shown and the activities which occupy 
the space are also displayed. The actions possible are to remove some | 
of the proposed space, or to avoid building the stp at some earlier 
ai ciel . an 

CONFLICT OF SPACE ASSIGNMENT WITH PLACEMENT GOALS | 
ares ee 

The conflicts in space assignments by activities to zones are aiolataus” . 
(figure 13). The case for which the L index is negative indicates. that on 
the planner does not want activity 7in zone 2, but that activity 7 does ul h 

use space in zone 2. The other two examples indicate that the planner — 
wishes to have the activities in the zones indicated, but as yet there .. 
are no areas so assigned. 

Having examined the conditions in the final cycle of the First run, the i 
planner now proposes various projects to relieve the pressures. Ther pro~ : 
jects are preparedas input data and the programis rerun. Letus exam- 
ine cycle 2 of the second plan as an example (figure 14). For cycle. 
2, several activities are critical due to utilization, one zone is critical 

as a result of excessive density, and two activities and zones have marie | 
flicting space assignments. Checking the projects, we see that the | 
first project listed has no activities which are critical in this cycler i 
hence, the project is not executed, 

The second project, however, has activity 10 critical. Having checke 
the cycle and found it to be, an acceptable time table for execution, 
the project is executed: For activity 10 in zone 7 the action isto bui 
an amount of space at a unit cost. The utilization is recalculated 
take into consideration the additional area, and the area condition oF oe 
the new space is established. a 

Project 3 also has a critical activity and is executed similarly. Pro 



ie ct. The area was built for activity 9, buta portion is adiacred) ae 

} 

irrent quantities of activities, current utilizations, and the current 
‘area assigned to each activity. For each zone the total area, the 
vacant area, and the maximum density are also displayed. As aes of 

ich were avdilable, and the balance is displayed. 

At the ore of each plana summary is also displayed, in order 
th it the planner may see in which cycle each project was executed. 
or each activity the current contents of all the files are displayed 

ar and the final measure of effectiveness is calculated. 
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TINTTTAL DATA. FOR PLAN. 

eevee FUNDS 
i ~ 4000000. 

_ 4090000. 
4900000. 

Bree) it 4000000. __ 
aoa is 4000000. DIE WIN 

1 
1 A 

V2 
3 

pv eS me aa 
5 y 
7 

uel ger ekO. CSO 1.703 19584. 
Bly 3200. 1.592 5094. 
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2 3087. O. 0. 
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The tasks outlined below indtcats the directions which the study is 
likely to take over the next year. 
Be, 

4 @ PLANNING PROCESS 

‘Outline specifications should be developed for computer programs 
__ in each phase of the planning process to show data requirements 
__ and general program logic. 

Diagrams of information flow should be developed to put these 
programs into the planning context and to emphasize the need for 

_. continuity, co-ordination, and consistency. Many programs are 
~ available from other disciplines and should be referenced. 

© FACILITIES 

Collection of data is virtually complete. Some revision and file 
editing will be necessary. Updating of files will continue. 

Analysis of data will provide statistical information on utiliza- 
tion, distribution by functional type and location, etc. Some 

graphical displays will be suggested. 

. » Applications will involve developing a cost accounting model 
_ relating directly to institutional procedures and data required for 
allocating space and for new construction decisions. 

e ACTIVITIES 

A larger scale data collection will be conducted to gain more in- 
_ formation about student activities. Pilot studies similar to the stu- 
dent study in Stage One will be developed for faculty and staff 

information. One or more of the instruments described under 
_ Activities (page 25) may be pursued. 

' “Analysis of this data will prsdiice various statistical studies and 
, yerephic displays as suggestions for further study. 

AY pplication will be limited to an activities/space-use simulation, 
_ model. The objective here isto use information abouts tudent ac- 
_ tivities and their probable interaction with facilities to suggest 
_ what Kinds’o of facilities ppeute be provided. 
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z The objective of sampling was to obtain a group of students who would 
represent as closelyas possible the entire undergraduate student popu- 
_ lation. These students, whose names were drawn at random, were con- 
__ tacted and requested to help in the collection of data concerning the 
use of the facilities. The student sample can be characterized by any 
number of parameters, such as location of residence on or off campus, 

college of major, academic standing, sex, or marital status. The 
__ sample should be stratified to reflect the population being studied. 

(Statistical tests on this small sample indicate that itis remarkably close 
to the composition of the student body.) 
©, lf 

¥ Seven of the first 100 students could not participate, and additional 
students were added. The following tabulation indicates the responses: 

Invited to participate | 107 
| Refusals or withdrawn from school - 9 

: Participating respondents 98 

p Did not return forms re 
an Returned uncodeable 1 
4 Incomplete forms 9 -12 

ae Acceptable responses 86 

») Participation rate 91.6% 
Acceptable response rate 80.4% 

» Each student maintained his diary for seven days, Monday through 
Sunday, on a 24-hour basis. Figure 19 shows the type of diary form 

| which each student used. 

- The ‘diary should be student-administered if possible. In this-study at 
_ Duke, the president of the Men's Student Government Association was 
4 sympathetic with the goals of the study and inspired the other students 
with a spirit of cooperation and interest. 

“Ten students, drawn primarily from ‘the ranks of Student Government, 
were asked to be supervisors, each of whom was assigned ten sample 

Btudents and was generally responsible for the proper conduct of the 
urvey by the students. This group of supervisors was exceptionally val- 

uable to such success as our efforts enjoyed. They received only token 
he; remuneration for a great deal of work. 
ee 
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as a source of peg: safeedeta Bok is ee 
faculty and new teaching ‘methods place — 
the student's ability to pursue learning on h 
iences at Duke may have been exceptional , H 
here for seeking further help ane students i oH 

" TADLIES. oe oN 

The activities were classified as described on page : 
ing numbers were associated with the building n 
the diary forms were then transferred to coding 
Cards were punched from these coding forms which | 
with computer salons for the ia aes | 

categories for an initial study. es ener ae | 
studying, recreation, eating, sleeping. Figure 21 shov 

computer printout of tallies of the manhours spent in t é 
rig (ok by hour of the Baan Or Ser Raa 
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195.97 
161.60 
208.09 
169.56 
150.37 
61.22 
2.50 

- LABORATORY time 

30.50 
— $4.83 
44,00 

i 20578 

20.09 
3.00 
1.50 

313.71 
276.05 
356.54 
304.66 
224.25 
151.26 
361.83 

647.4) 
623.19 
641.32 
659.96 
632.70 

793" 

my tal manhours devoted to CLASS time - 

_ STUDYING time 

SLEEPING time 

FAAS 

681.71. 

Total: 949.31 manhours 

Mean: 11.03 hours/student 

Total: 181.68 manhours 

Mean: 2.11 hours/student 

Total: 1988.31 manhours 

Mean; 23.12 hours/student 

¢ 

Total :4657. 42 manhours 

“Mean: . 55.31 hours /student 
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OTAL MANHOURS DEVOTED TO ACTIVITIES (Sample = 86 students) 

Measured totals and weekly percentages (7-day) 

Recorded | % of Total 
Hours/Week Recorded Time 

Class Time 949, 31 6.57% 
bor 181.68 H25 

1988.31 Lae FZ 
4657.42 32.26 
838. 27 5.81 

2661.01 ~ 18.43 
3163.62 21.91 

14,439.62 manhours* 100.00% 
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nee 

sic cee for the student traffic diagram vee to the campus 

: map , page 84) are the student diaries, and the set of facilities 

ir map ‘coordinates. Using the student diary entries the sum- 

‘ion of trips is treated as follows: 

a The first activity location is an origin; the next sequential activ- 

ity, location becomes the destination and one trip is added to the 

ell. of the intersection of the two locations in the trip volume 

matrix. The location which was the destination now becomes the 

é origin oils ae next activity location becomes the destination. 

Each: siedent. is tracked individually for the weak, That is, at 

“one minute after midnight on Sunday, the activity location is an 

ean) without having been a destination. : 

The direction of traffic flow is not considered in this study; only 

the volume between facilities is used. Therefore, a symmetrical 

% “matrix showing total trips between facilities is produced. 

5. The flow map produced shows the locations of facilities on the 

Be) campus dnd the volume of traffic between these points. The band 

_ width is proportional to the volume at a scale appropriate to the 

3  chatisns of the total plot. 
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figure 27 

ORIGIN/DESTINATION 
STUDY 
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n Evaluation Flowcharts 

EAD NUMBER OF PLING 1 BE 
EVAWATED 

; C | BASIC DATA 

EAD BASIU DATA 
To DESCRIBE 
VAMPYS 

Capital funds available by cycle 
_ Activity Properties (utilization limits; 

indices to affinities, planners’ location 
preferences, and growth ratios) 

Properties for zones (density limits, vacant 
space) 

Space assignments (activity, zone, net 

area, gross:net ratio, condition of space) 
Interzone distances (travel time or feet) 
Interactivity affinities 
Planners’ activity/location preferences 
Activity growth ratios 

— 2 INITIAL CONDITIONS fe 

QOMPUTE INITIAL 
LANDITIONS 

WRITE BASIL 
“DATA For TIME =O 

Total space by activity 
Total vacant space by zone 
Total space assigned by zone 
Utilizations 
Current measure of effectiveness 

FIORE SU6SESTED 
AQIS AND 
ACTIONS 

Z 
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FEWALL PROJECT 

POSSIBLE ACTIONS 

| EXEWTE ACTIONS Build space 
| Seas Subtract space 

Add space 
Improve space 

Demolish space 

87 
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on campus that are wad for scheduled classes: 
=< 

eats. 

e e For Scheduling — When the travel times between buildings are 
known, a realistic amount of time may be allotted for the class 
5 « : breaks. j 

eS Perrctency iaduwement — Although there may be some psycho- 
of _ logical benefits derived from leisurely walking between classes on 
3 yt a beautiful spring day, time that is spent in travel is usually con- 

sidered to be nonproductive and, therefore, inefficient. Travel 
TES also involves a cost, in human energy for trips made on foot, or 
A in more significant monetary expenses that arise in maintaining 

transportation facilities. Building-to-building travel times are 
- helpful for measuring the efficiency of a spatial arrangement. 

__ Knowing the present efficiency, the planners and administrators 
can strive for a better system through changes in the schedule or 
aby altering the physical arrangement of the facilities. 

em ° Btcraction — There canbe definite relationships between spatial 
__ arrangement and interaction, i.e., probably there will be more 

/ interaction between aerivities in facilities the closer they are 
together. Knowing the distances (in time) between the buildings, 
the planner and administrator can locate various departments so as 
* ‘to increase desired interactions. 

a in obtaining the ‘travel times for the table, several assumptions were 
_ made: 

a is was hoes that the travel time between any two buildings 
Bs - would be the same in either direction. This assumption would cer- 
3 . tainly seem to be valid when the trip is made by walking. Steeper 

_ paths were timed in both directions, and the time difference was 
wi negligible. 

J iia assumed that only bord surfaced footpaths were used. There 
may: be short cuts that exist between buildings, but observation 
indicated that the use of these short cuts is irregular and does not 

Bal affect the general use. 
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THis... 
Ma Beg ew oly “students use. cars 40 travel between clos 

e It was oat that buses ee: Jead-ant 
puses. There are several trips between bui 
pus that can be made by bus; however, the ti 
was not significant. pias helene 3 

@ |t was assumed that the student took the most dire 
two buildings ane made the trip without rac 

Using the dole aessfeehioay the building- -to-building ) 
measured. Since there are 22 buildings on the Duke 
classes, there would be 242 two-way trips to measure. 
it was not necessary to time each trip directly, and so a 
method was used. 

cluded, Pulte 4 15 percent of the meas Gey 
walked off and the travel times recorded. The floatin i 

J wy yy Fe) 

when the traffic is heaviest. All = the tines pean re 
weather when the paths were free of er water 

ae 
Le; 

the redeured Mietpece! 

The time involved in loading a ake at class ileal 
the other stl and unloading was s recorded. 
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- -BUILDING - TO - BUILDING TRAVEL TIMES (EFL PROJECT). 
f 

(Figures in cells represent minutes required to travel from one pusraiaee 
to another by foot and/or bus, rounded to neerest minute. NC i he 

| EAST CAMPUS | ne 
4o02 West Duke vy “4027 Asbury ( 
hors Carr y 4025 Bivins ~~ 
ho2h Science ' ho29 Branson 
hoo] Eest Duke . | : ee det es 

‘WEST CAMPUS 
4503 Divinity School 
kook Library 
4505 Foreign Languages 
4506 Cheni ee 
4508 Hospst 
L509 Pde esa 
4510 Social Science 

(prepared by Marvin Rose) 
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